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Model primary marine aerosol (mPMA) was produced by bubbling clean air through ﬂowing
natural seawater in a high-capacity generator deployed on ships in the eastern North Paciﬁc and western
North Atlantic Oceans. Physicochemical properties of seawater and mPMA were quantiﬁed to characterize
factors that modulated production. Differences in surfactant organic matter (OM) and associated properties
including surface tension sustained plumes with smaller bubble sizes, slower rise velocities, larger void
fractions, and older surface ages in biologically productive relative to oligotrophic seawater. Production
efﬁciencies for mPMA number (PEnum) and mass (PEmass) per unit air detrained from biologically productive
seawater during daytime were greater and mass median diameters smaller than those in the same
seawater at night and in oligotrophic seawater during day and night. PEmass decreased with increasing air
detrainment rate suggesting that surface bubble rafts suppressed emission of jet droplets and associated
mPMA mass. Relative to bubbles emitted at 60 cm depth, PEnum for bubbles emitted from 100 cm depth was
approximately 2 times greater. mPMA OM enrichment factors (EFs) and mass fractions based on a coarse
frit, ﬁne frits, and a seawater jet exhibited similar size-dependent variability over a wide range in chlorophyll a
concentrations. Results indicate that the physical production of PMA number and mass from the ocean
surface varies systematically as interrelated functions of seawater type and, in biologically productive waters,
time of day; bubble injection rate, depth, size, and surface age; and physical characteristics of the
air-water interface whereas size-resolved OM EFs and mass fractions are relatively invariant.

Abstract

1. Introduction
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The production, physicochemical processing, and environmental implications of marine aerosol have been
actively investigated since the midtwentieth century (e.g., Blanchard, 1963; Blanchard & Woodcock, 1980;
Boyce, 1954; Monahan, 1968; Woodcock, 1953; Woodcock & Gifford, 1949). It is widely recognized that the
production of marine aerosol particles at the ocean surface drives important geochemical cycles (Duce
et al., 1965; Eriksson, 1960; Long, Keene, Easter, et al., 2014; Sander et al., 2003), inﬂuences the nature of
marine clouds and precipitation (e.g., Beard & Ochs, 1993; Feingold et al., 1999; Levin et al., 2005;
Szumowski et al., 1999; Woodcock, 1952), and is the dominant source of aerosol that modulates radiative
properties of the troposphere (e.g., Haywood et al., 1999; Murphy et al., 1998). However, despite this wellknown importance, reliable prediction of size- and composition-resolved production ﬂuxes of primary marine
aerosol (PMA) and the associated impacts on the marine troposphere and climate remains problematic. For
example, relative differences between aerosol characteristics measured in situ (Reid et al., 2006) and remotely
sensed (e.g., Myhre et al., 2005, 2004; Zhang & Reid, 2006) over the open ocean are typically much greater
than those in other regions or for terrestrial aerosol species. Large uncertainties associated with the representativeness of observations contribute to the order of magnitude or more divergence in modeled concentrations and ﬂuxes of marine aerosol (e.g., Andreas, 1998; de Leeuw et al., 2011; Lewis & Schwartz, 2004; Sessions
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et al., 2015). This divergence is substantially greater than corresponding divergence for other aerosol types
(e.g., Sessions et al., 2015; Textor et al., 2006).
Central to the major sources of uncertainty in marine aerosol prediction is the complexity of the marine
system itself. Marine aerosol generation, transport, and deposition as a function of size vary in response
to interrelated dependencies of wind and wave ﬁelds, stability, turbulence, and sea surface temperature
and chemistry (Callaghan et al., 2008; Lafon et al., 2007; Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014; Mårtensson
et al., 2003; Terrill et al., 2001). Marine boundary layers are typically only 500 to 1,000 m in vertical height
with centimeter-scale interfaces and meter-scale layers at the sea surface that are not resolvable in
mesoscale and global-scale models and are, thus, either highly parameterized or ignored. In addition,
biological and physicochemical processes modulate the surface-active organic compounds in seawater
that rapidly adsorb onto surfaces of freshly produced bubbles forming organic ﬁlms that mediate
processes controlling particle formation and associated chemical composition (Adamson & Gast, 1990;
Lewis & Schwartz, 2004; Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014; Modini et al., 2013; Prather et al., 2013). Surfaceactive compounds associated with the large and ubiquitous reservoir of old recalcitrant dissolved organic
carbon (RDOC) in the surface ocean also adsorb onto bubble surfaces that modulate marine aerosol
production and may account for signiﬁcant fractions of the particulate organic material emitted to the
atmosphere by breaking waves (Kieber et al., 2016). Reliable measurements at higher wind speeds in marine
environments are quite challenging and sometimes impossible, which (coupled with the expense of ship
time) has resulted in many data sets that are weighted disproportionately by observations in coastal
regions and at lower winds speeds. Consequently, available data are probably not representative of the
fully developed environment over the open ocean (Lafon et al., 2007). It is evident from the above that
much of the variability among data sets and models alike arises from unmeasured or unaccounted
for dependencies.
A second consideration relates to challenges in reliably characterizing the properties and sources of aerosols
in the marine boundary layer (MBL). For example, incomplete (i.e., truncated to PM2.5 or PM10) and nonquantitative sampling (e.g., inertial segregation of particles at inlets and internal losses to surfaces) involving the
upper end of the marine aerosol size distribution has resulted in large divergence among measured concentrations and estimated ﬂuxes of size-resolved and total marine aerosol mass (Porter & Clarke, 1997; Reid
et al., 2006; Reid & Peters, 2007). Environmental dependencies also arise from aerosol life cycles within
the MBL. Anthropogenic sources of submicron diameter particles can signiﬁcantly impact even the most
remote marine environments (e.g., Clarke et al., 2013; Reid et al., 2013; Shank et al., 2012). In addition, atmospheric lifetimes of marine aerosols vary from many days to a week or more for submicron size fractions to
hours for the upper end of the size distribution greater than about 5 μm diameter (Erickson et al., 1999; Reid
et al., 2006, 2001). The chemical composition of freshly produced PMA also evolves rapidly in the atmosphere via interrelated processes including acidiﬁcation, halogen activation, and organic photochemistry
(e.g., Keene et al., 1998; Sander et al., 2003; Turekian et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2008), and thus, aerosol
composition is not conservative. Consequently, characteristics of marine aerosols measured at a given
location and time are not representative of the corresponding PMA produced at that location and time or
at any other location and time; it is not possible to reliably infer an initial condition based on measured
characteristics of the ambient aerosol population.
Limitations in the marine system’s observability has led to use of highly empirical relationships to predict sizeresolved production ﬂuxes of PMA, size-resolved concentrations of ambient marine aerosol, and aerosol optical thicknesses as functions of near-surface wind speed and whitecap coverage (Andreas, 1998; Clarke et al.,
2006; Gong, 2003; Mårtensson et al., 2003; Monahan & O’Muircheartaigh, 1986; Smirnov et al., 2012; Tyree
et al., 2007; Vignati et al., 2001) or wave-energy dissipation (Long et al., 2011; Norris et al., 2013). However,
research spanning several decades has failed to resolve details of mechanistic interactions among sea state,
surface ocean biogeochemistry, seawater organic matter (OM), and PMA production and composition (Gantt
& Meskhidze, 2013; Gaston et al., 2011; Hoffman & Duce, 1976; Long et al., 2011; Meskhidze et al., 2013;
O’Dowd et al., 2004, 2008). Recently, development of marine aerosol generation systems capable of producing model PMA (mPMA) from natural seawater under controlled conditions coupled with instrumentation
to characterize corresponding chemical and physical properties over the full relevant size distribution has
advanced mechanistic understanding of underlying processes (Facchini et al., 2008; Keene et al., 2007;
Kieber et al., 2016; Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014; Quinn et al., 2014).
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The ultimate goals of our work are to (1) reliably characterize the properties and ﬂuxes of freshly produced
marine aerosol over the full relevant size range as functions of the major physical, chemical, and biological
drivers and (2) employ these data to develop representative parameterizations of PMA production as functions of major drivers for application in models. In this paper, we present an integrated assessment of
results for an in situ synthetic PMA generator as described in Keene et al. (2007) and Long, Keene,
Kieber, et al. (2014) that was deployed during two oceanic cruises—one each in the eastern North
Paciﬁc and the western North Atlantic Oceans. We evaluate the major physical, chemical, and biological
factors and associated interactions among factors that modulate mPMA production including bubble size
and plume depth, air detrainment rate, solar radiation, the trophic status of seawater, and the concentration of dissolved organic carbon (DOC). Inﬂuences and limitations of generator design in simulating PMA
production are discussed. Results provide relevant context for interpreting the representativeness and
comparability of mPMA production based on different approaches and, ultimately, for improving the
design of marine aerosol generation systems.
Several previous studies have evaluated variability in mPMA characteristics and production ﬂuxes as functions of seawater properties and time of day based on subsets of data generated during these cruises
(Bates et al., 2012; Frossard et al., 2014; Kieber et al., 2016; Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014; Quinn et al.,
2014). The following analysis considers a broader range of both environmental and operational factors
that modulate mPMA production based on all relevant data from both campaigns, including results from
previously unreported characterization experiments. Although some of our interpretations draw on previously published results, unless otherwise noted, results reported herein have either not been published
previously or represent more comprehensive evaluations of data that had been presented previously in
only summary form.

2. Methods
2.1. Cruise Tracks and Timing
mPMA emissions from biologically productive waters of the eastern North Paciﬁc Ocean along the
California coast (32.7°N to 38.6°N) were investigated during a cruise of the R/V Atlantis as part of the
California Nexus (CalNex) campaign from 15 May to 7 June 2010. mPMA emissions from both biologically
productive and oligotrophic regions of the western Atlantic Ocean were also investigated during a cruise
of the R/V Ronald H. Brown as part of the Western Atlantic Climate Study (WACS) from 19 to 27 August
2012. During WACS, emission from biologically productive waters on Georges Bank, approximately
170 km east of Boston (~41.9°N, 67.4°W), was characterized from 20 to 23 August (hereafter referred to
as WACS Station 1 or WACS-S1). Emission from oligotrophic waters in the Sargasso Sea (~36.3°N, 64.7°W)
was characterized from 24 to 26 August (hereafter referred to as WACS Station 2 or WACS-S2). Figure 1
in Quinn et al. (2014) depicts the cruise tracks for both campaigns superimposed on the corresponding
chlorophyll a (Chl a) concentrations.
2.2. mPMA Generator
mPMA was produced in a high-capacity generator fabricated from Pyrex and Teﬂon. The reader is referred to
Keene et al. (2007) for a detailed description and schematic of the device and to Long, Keene, Kieber, et al.
(2014) for an explanation of modiﬁcations implemented for deployment on ships at sea. Brieﬂy, the 20 cm
diameter generator consisted of a 122 cm deep seawater reservoir underlying a 97 cm deep atmosphere.
Fresh seawater drawn from approximately 5 m depth through the ship’s clean seawater line ﬂowed into
the base of the seawater reservoir (typically at 4 L min 1 yielding an upwelling velocity of 0.22 cm s 1)
and drained evenly over the top annular rim thereby continuously replacing the seawater surface and minimizing formation of standing bubble rafts. Bubbles were generated by two mechanisms. First, bubble plumes
were produced by pumping ultrapure air through a coarse porosity sintered glass frit (45 mm diameter, 145
to 174 μm pore size) or through 11 ﬁne porosity sintered glass frits (90 mm diameter, 10 to 20 μm pore size)
positioned at an average depth of 84 cm below the air-seawater interface, which is within the range of ambient bubble cloud depths generated by breaking waves on the open-ocean surface (Thorpe, 1982; Thorpe &
Hall, 1983; Thorpe et al., 1982). The ﬁne frits were plumbed as two independently regulated sets of ﬁve and six
frits each that were positioned at average depths of approximately 60 and 100 cm, respectively. To prevent
ﬂooding via backﬂow of seawater into the bubble air feed lines, it was necessary to maintain ﬁnite positive
KEENE ET AL.
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pressure behind and associated minimal air ﬂow of 0.2 L min 1 through the course frit and each set of ﬁne
frits (total of 0.6 L min 1 corresponding to an air detrainment rate of 0.31 L m 2 s 1). The implications of
background bubble production via this minimal air ﬂow through the frits are discussed in more detail below.
Second, bubble plumes were also produced by one or two seawater jets at combined ﬂow rates of 1 to
4 L min 1 that impinged on the air-seawater interface. Jet nozzles were 0.32 cm ID and positioned at
50 cm above the interface.
mPMA was emitted to the headspace when bubbles rose to and burst at the air-seawater interface. Ultrapure
sweep air ﬂowed through the headspace above the seawater reservoir at 48 to 70 L min 1 (depending on the
combined ﬂow rates required to accommodate different sampling devices). Unless otherwise noted, sweep
air was hydrated to a relative humidity (RH) of 80 ± 2%.
The generator was blank tested during both campaigns by measuring mPMA number concentrations in the
headspace (using methods described below) at typical ﬂow rates of bubble and sweep air but with no seawater in the reservoir. All blank tests yielded undetectable particle number concentrations (less than
2 cm 3), indicating that all particles measured during routine operation originated from seawater.
2.3. Physical and Chemical Properties of Seawater
Measurement techniques for characteristics of seawater, solar radiation, and mPMA are reported in detail by
Long, Keene, Kieber, et al. (2014). Brieﬂy, temperature and salinity (ship’s thermosalinograph) and Chl a
concentrations (Turner model 10 AU ﬂuorometer) in seawater and incident solar radiation (Epply models
8–48 and precision spectral pyranometers) were measured continuously. Dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
in gravity-ﬁltered seawater (0.2 μm Whatman POLYCAP 75 AS cartridge) was measured with a Shimadzu
Model TOC-V CSH carbon analyzer. The dynamic surface tension of seawater (also referred to as bubble
surface tension) was measured only during WACS with a Sensadyne Model QC-6000 bubble tensiometer.
Bubble sizes at a depth of ~4 to 5 cm below the air-water interface within the generator were quantiﬁed
using computer-enhanced camera images.
Steady state void fractions (volume of bubble air in the water column divided by the volume of the water column) were characterized for coarse- and ﬁne-porosity frits in each seawater type over a range of air detrainment rates. Brieﬂy, with the ﬂow of bubble air set to the minimal rate (0.6 L min 1) necessary to prevent
backﬂow of seawater through the frits, the model ocean was completely ﬁlled with fresh seawater and then
the seawater ﬂow was turned off. For each set of conditions, the ﬂow rate of bubble air was incrementally
increased and the corresponding total volume of water displaced by bubble air was measured. The minimal
bubble rate required to prevent backﬂow through the frits sustained a minor background air volume in the
water column for which void fractions at higher air detrainment rates were corrected.
2.4. Physical Properties of mPMA
Air was sampled from the generator’s headspace at 5.5 L min 1 through a downward facing 1.59 cm ID port.
During most intervals, sample air was drawn from the port through a custom-fabricated diffusion dryer with a
1.91 cm ID stainless steel mesh tube surrounded by silica gel. A custom-fabricated stainless steel splitter
(1.59 cm ID × 3.8 cm long tube with a 0.476 cm ID sidearm sampling port) connected the outlet of the dryer
to the inlet of an aerodynamic particle sizer (APS, TSI Model 3321), which was positioned directly below the
sampling port on the generator. Sample plus sheath air was drawn at 5 L min 1 into the APS. Air was
subsampled through the sidearm port at 0.5 L min 1 and transferred through a 0.476 cm ID × 64 cm long
stainless steel tube to a Scanning Electrical Mobility Spectrometer (SEMS, Brechtel Manufacturing, Inc.). The
SEMS’s sheath air was drawn separately from room air.
The in-line dryer dehydrated mPMA to a RH of approximately 25% (hereafter referred to as “dry”). Unless
otherwise noted, all number and mass size distributions reported herein correspond to dry aerosol. As
described in more detail below, for some characterization experiments, the dryer was removed and replaced
with a 1.59 cm ID stainless steel tube.
The SEMS quantiﬁed size-resolved mobility diameters of mPMA between 0.010 and 1.0 μm. The APS measured size-resolved aerodynamic diameters that, based on an assumed density of 2.12 g cm 3 (Quinn &
Coffman, 1998), were converted to mobility diameters between 0.37 and 15 μm. Assuming further that all
particles were spherical (no shape corrections were applied), mobility diameters were assumed to be
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approximately equal to geometric diameters. The 56 size bins less than 0.62 μm geometric diameter measured with the SEMS were merged with the 43 size bins greater than 0.62 μm geometric diameter measured
with the APS. Distributions were not integrated or smoothed across the merge point. The geometric mean
diameter (GMD) for each size bin was calculated as the square root of the product of the upper and lower
limits for the corresponding diameter range. Integration times for both instruments were 5 min during
WACS and 5 and 6 min for the SEMS and APS, respectively, during CalNex. These instruments yield
representative size distributions of marine aerosol (Reid et al., 2006).
The production efﬁciency of mPMA number per unit volume of air detrained (PEnum, in units of L 1) was
calculated directly from the measured number size distribution (L 1) multiplied by the ﬂow rate of sweep
plus bubble air through the generator (L min 1) divided by the corresponding rate at which bubble air
detrained across the air-water interface (L min 1). The production efﬁciency of mPMA mass per unit volume
of air detrained (PEmass, in units of μg L 1) was calculated based on the measured volume size distribution, a
density of 2.14 g cm 1 for particles greater than 1 μm dry diameter (which were dominated by inorganic sea
salt), a density of 1.84 g cm 1 for particles less than 1 μm diameter (which were a mixture of inorganic sea salt
and OM), the ﬂow rate of air through the generator, and the corresponding air detrainment rate across the
interface (Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014).
2.5. Chemical Properties of mPMA
mPMA for chemical characterization was not dried prior to sampling. Size-resolved mPMA was sampled
through two downward facing 2.22 cm ID ports at 30 L min 1 over nominal 20 h periods with nonrotating
Multi-Oriﬁce Uniform Deposit Impactors (Marple et al., 1991). The 50% aerodynamic diameter cut sizes were
0.18, 0.32, 0.56, 1.00, 1.8, 3.2, 5.6, 10.0, and 18 μm yielding GMDs for the 10 size fractions of 0.13, 0.24, 0.42,
0.75, 1.34, 2.40, 4.23, 7.48, 13.4, and 25.5 μm. Approximate GMDs for the smallest and largest size fractions
are based on an assumed lognormal distribution with the lower and upper limits, respectively, for the corresponding cut sizes deﬁned by the same log bin widths (e.g., for the smallest size bin, GMD = 0.18/20.5).
Impactors for characterization of ionic constituents during CalNex were conﬁgured with 47 mm polycarbonate substrates (Whatman 111107) and 37 mm diameter quartz backup ﬁlters. Impactors for characterization
of OC during CalNex and impactors for analysis of both ionic constituents and OC during WACS were
conﬁgured with precombusted 47 mm diameter aluminum substrates and 37 mm diameter quartz backup
ﬁlter. During both campaigns, mPMA was also sampled in bulk at 30 L min 1 on precombusted 47 mm
quartz ﬁlters.
After recovery, size-resolved samples for analysis of major ions were transferred to precleaned 10 mL highdensity polyethylene tubes, stored frozen, subsequently extracted in 5 mL deionized water (DIW), and analyzed by high-performance ion chromatography (IC) at the University of Virginia (UVA). During CalNex, entire
bulk ﬁlter samples were extracted in 8 mL DIW and analyzed for major ions by IC at UVA. During WACS, bulk
samples for analysis at UVA were cut in half prior to extraction. One half of each sample was extracted in 5 mL
DIW and analyzed for major ions as described above. The other half was analyzed for total organic carbon
(OCtot) with a Sunset Laboratory Thermal/Optical Analyzer (Birch & Cary, 1996). Size-segregated and bulk
samples for analysis of water-extractable OC (OCwe) were transferred to precombusted 10 mL Pyrex centrifuge tubes, extracted immediately after recovery in 5 mL DIW, stored frozen, and analyzed in triplicate at
the State University of New York using a Shimadzu Model TOC-V CSH carbon analyzer. Detection limits for
ionic analytes and OCwe reported herein were estimated following Keene et al. (1989), and measurement
precisions were estimated based on replicate analyses. Data quality metrics are summarized in Table S1 in
the supporting information.
A linear regression of OCwe versus OCtot measured in a subset of paired bulk samples that were collected in
parallel during WACS yielded a signiﬁcant linear relationship with a slope of 0.62, an intercept of
27.1 nmol C m 3, and a r2 of 0.999. OCtot concentrations ranged from 62 to 244 nmol C m 3. This relationship indicates that OCtot was not recovered quantitatively by the extraction procedure. Consequently, OCwe
data reported herein correspond to lower limits for total OC. Organic enrichment factors relative to seawater
(EF(OCwe)) were calculated as the ratio of OCwe versus Na+ (for WACS) or Mg2+ (for CalNex) measured in
mPMA samples divided by the corresponding ratio measured in the bulk seawater from which the aerosol
was produced. Because relative analytical precision for Na+ versus Mg2+ differed between the two
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Table 1
Times, Locations, Meteorological Conditions, and Seawater Characteristics
a

Start characterization, local time
Stop characterization, local time
Start latitude/longitude
Stop latitude/longitude
c
1
Wind speed (m s )
c
2
Peak daily insolation (W m )
c
Sea surface temperature (°C)
c
Salinity (ppt)
d
1
Chl a (μg L )
c
Seawater DOC (μM)
d
Near-surface bubble diameter (Coarse frit) , (mm)
d
Near-surface bubble diameter (ﬁne frits) , (mm)
k
Bubble air residence time (coarse frit) (s)
k
Bubble air residence time (ﬁne frits) (s)

a

b

WACS-S1

WACS-S2

CalNex

20 August 2012, 0820
23 August 2012, 1001
41.88°N/67.40°W
41.70°N/67.14°W
2.6 ± 1.5
798 ± 108
18.1 ± 0.2
32.5 ± 0.02
6.9 (2.7–13.9)
88.2 ± 1.7 (N = 4)
e
0.44 (0.23–0.89) (N = 219)
h
0.35 (0.23–0.54) (N = 195)
2.9
9.5

24 August 2012, 0939
26 August 2012, 1650
36.79°N/65.34°W
36.20°N/64.37°W
5.2 ± 2.0
754 ± 369
28.5 ± 0.2
35.9 ± 0.1
<0.05 (<0.05–0.24)
73.4 ± 3.6 (N = 4)
f
0.47 (0.28–1.41) (N = 250)
i
0.33 (0.24–0.46) (N = 112)
2.5
8.1

15 May 2010, 1420
7 June 2010, 1217
33.90°N/118.49°W
37.77°N/122.63°W
4.7 ± 3.1
999 ± 150
14.5 ± 1.4
32.9 ± 1.0
2.1 (0.02–29.4)
62.2 ± 3.9 (N = 5)
g
0.37 (0.32–0.48) (N = 50)
j
0.35 (0.18–0.50) (N = 198)
3.8
11.8

Note. N designates number of individual measurements.
b
data for ferry cruises to and from stations. Excludes data for in-shore waters (Los Angeles Harbor, San Francisco Bay, and Sacramento River).
d
e
f
Mean ± standard deviation. Median (range). Measured on 22 and 23 August 2012 during transition between daytime and late night. Measured on 24
g
h
and 26 August 2012 during transition between late night and daytime. Measured on 31 May 2010 during daytime. Measured on 20 and 22 August 2012
i
j
during daytime. Measured on 24 August 2012 during transition between late night and daytime. Measured on 29 May and 1 June 2010 during daytime.
k
Based on slopes of void fractions versus air detrainment rates (Figure 1).
a
Excludes
c

campaigns, corresponding EF(OCwe)s were based on the reference species with the greatest relative
precision (e.g., Keene et al., 1986).

3. Results and Discussion
Sampling times, locations, and environmental characteristics for WACS-S1, WACS-S2, and CalNex are
summarized in Table 1. All dates and times reported herein correspond to local times. Both campaigns were
conducted during boreal spring (CalNex) or summer (WACS) and under conditions of relatively low wind
speeds and sea states. However, differences in ship operations during the two campaigns constrain direct
comparison of results. During WACS, the ship occupied two oceanographic stations for 2 to 3 days each in
(1) biologically productive waters on Georges Bank and (2) the oligotrophic Sargasso Sea. The median Chl
a concentrations at WACS-S1 and WACS-S2 were 6.9 and less than 0.05 μg L 1, respectively. All measurements for WACS reported herein correspond to mPMA produced from these discrete seawater types.
Consequently, spatial variability in water type during sampling at each WACS station was a relatively minor
source of variability in results. In contrast, during CalNex most characteristics of the system were measured
when the ship was in transit along the California coast through distinct water types that varied chemically
and biologically (Table 1) (Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014). For example, Chl a concentrations during
CalNex ranged from 0.02 to 29.4 μg L 1. Consequently, spatial variability in seawater properties contributed
substantially to overall variability in the CalNex results. In addition to differential inﬂuences associated with
ship operations, mPMA emissions from biologically productive waters (WACS-S1 and CalNex) varied systematically over diel cycles (Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014). Consequently, spatial variability in seawater types
during CalNex and temporal variability in mPMA production both at WACS-S1 and during CalNex constrain
resolution in evaluating characteristics of the system that were measured at different times. Therefore,
caution is warranted when interpreting results for WACS-S1 and CalNex that are not coincident in time. To
provide context for comparing data that were generated at different times, we report results using the same
time convention employed by Long, Keene, Kieber, et al. (2014). “Daytime” is deﬁned as 4 h following sunrise
through 2 h following sunset, “nighttime” is deﬁned as the 6 h preceding sunrise, “transitions” are periods
that fall between those speciﬁed as daytime and nighttime, and “mixtures” include periods that bridge
two or more of the three speciﬁed periods.
3.1. Seawater Characteristics That Inﬂuence Bubble Plume Dynamics and Bubble Bursting
3.1.1. Salinity and Temperature
Over naturally occurring ranges in seawater, temperature and salinity impact bubble interactions within
plumes through modulation of seawater density, surface tension, and to a lesser extent viscosity (e.g., see
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Burns & Zhang, 2001; Holcomb & Zollweg, 1992; Sadhal et al., 1997). Available evidence from other studies
(e.g., Salter et al., 2014, 2015) suggests that temperature-dependent variability in bubble plume dynamics
and associated mPMA production over the range in seawater temperatures during WACS and CalNex
(Table 1) was a relatively minor (less than ~10%) source of variability in results. Similarly, the narrow range
of surface-water salinities (Table 1) suggests that variability in salinity was a negligible source of variability
in results (Lewis & Schwartz, 2004). As discussed further in section 3.2, the presence of surfactants
signiﬁcantly dampens the impact of both temperature and salinity on bubble plumes generated by porous
media (Burns & Zhang, 2001). Because previous investigations of temperature and salinity focused
primarily on water devoid of or at unknown concentrations of surfactants, the reported inﬂuences may not
be representative of those for natural, surfactant-rich seawater.
3.1.2. Surfactant DOC and Bubble Surface Tension
Although median Chl a concentrations, an indicator of algal biomass, during the measurement periods
evaluated herein varied over a factor of greater than 102, the corresponding DOC concentrations fell within
a relatively narrow range (Table 1). DOC in the surface ocean is composed of a wide variety of compounds
including short-lived, labile species that are readily metabolized on time scales of less than a day; semilabile
and semirecalcitrant species with average lifetimes of 1.5 and 20 years, respectively; and recalcitrant DOC
(RDOC) with an average lifetime of 16,000 years (Hansell, 2013). RDOC accounts for about 95% of all DOC
in the global ocean and, typically, comprises greater than 50% to almost 100% of DOC in surface waters.
Because relatively long-lived (>1 year to millennia) compounds dominate DOC in the surface ocean
(Hansell, 2013), DOC concentrations are rather insensitive to variability in recent biological activity as indicated by Chl a, consistent with results reported in Table 1.
Measurements of dynamic bubble surface tension at both WACS-S1 and WACS-S2 ranged from 0.4 to
1.2 mN m 1 below that of artiﬁcial seawater at equivalent temperature and salinity but with no organics
and thus no surface-active compounds (Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014). These and related results from associated manipulation experiments indicate that DOC in both biologically productive and oligotrophic surface
water includes surfactant OM that coats bubble surfaces. Time series measurements and manipulation
experiments also revealed that distinct reservoirs of short-lived surfactants modulate bubble characteristics
leading to enhanced mPMA production during daytime relative to nighttime in biologically productive
waters at WACS-S1 and during CalNex (Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014). Dynamic surface tension
depressions measured in North Atlantic Deep Water sampled at a depth of 2,505 m at WACS-S2
(1.1 ± 0.2 mN m 1) were also similar to those in surface waters (Kieber et al., 2016). This behavior indicates
that labile DOC and RDOC (and presumably semilabile and semirecalcitrant DOC) in surface seawater include
surfactant OM that rapidly (seconds) adsorbs onto bubble surfaces and produces organic ﬁlms. These ﬁlms
stabilize bubbles against coalescence (e.g., Deane & Stokes, 2002) and thereby modulate bubble size, rise
velocity, bursting behavior, and bubble surface area delivered to the air-water interface per unit air detrained.
Results also reveal that for a given set of conditions, surface tension evolved temporally in response to the
diffusion of surfactants to and competition among surfactants for available bubble surface area. The temporal
evolution of surface tension varies as functions of the relative concentrations, composition, and associated
diffusion rates and surface afﬁnities of the surfactant compounds present (Adamson & Gast, 1990).
However, due to method constraints at sea, most measurements of dynamic surface tension were limited
to surface ages less than 2 s, and thus, results could not be interpreted directly in terms of the corresponding
plume characteristics or mPMA production via the bursting of the relatively longer-lived bubbles within the
generator (Table 1).
3.2. Bubble Plume Dynamics
Results presented in the preceding section suggest that variability in organic surfactants associated with different water types drives corresponding variability in bubble plume dynamics. Steady state void fractions
produced with ﬁne frits (0.015 to 0.020 Lair Lsw 1) at typical air detrainment rates employed for this study
(2.0 to 2.5 L m 2 s 1, Figure 1) overlapped the range of those measured at 30 cm depth during the quiescent
phase of bubble plumes produced by ambient wind waves in coastal waters off Southern California, USA,
during winter (0.007 to 0.065 Lair Lsw 1) (Deane & Stokes, 2002). Void fractions produced with the coarse frit
(0.003 to 0.005 Lair Lsw 1) were near the lower limit of reported values. For each set of conditions, the void
fraction was linearly correlated with air detrainment rate. However, the corresponding slopes varied
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Figure 1. Steady state bubble plume void fraction versus air detrainment rate generated with the coarse frit (open symbols
and dashed lines) and ﬁne frits (solid symbols and solid lines) at WACS-S1 (in green on 20 August 2012 from 0820 to 0905),
at WACS-S2 (in blue on 24 August 2012 from 1830 to 2110), and during CalNex (in red on 15 May 2010 from 1421 to
2
1656). Lines depict standard linear regressions; corresponding r values appear in the legend. Dates and times reported
above and in subsequent ﬁgures and captions correspond to local times.

systematically as functions of both frit porosity and seawater type (Figure 1). For each seawater type, the
steady state void fraction for bubbles produced by ﬁne frits at a given air detrainment rate was about 3
times greater on average than that produced by the coarse frit. We infer that these differences
were driven primarily by differences in the initial bubble sizes produced by the two frit porosities in
each seawater type and corresponding differences in bubble lifetimes in the column. Although the
conﬁguration of the generator did not allow measurements of the initial bubble size distributions, sizes of
aged bubbles near the air-water interface were quantiﬁed (Table 1).
Residence times of bubble air within the water column (Table 1) were calculated from the regression
slopes of void fraction versus air detrainment rate depicted in Figure 1. Relative to ﬁne frits, the coarse frit
produced larger bubbles with faster rise velocities (approximately 28 cm s 1 versus 9 cm s 1) and thus
shorter lifetimes in the water column, which sustained smaller steady state void fractions. T tests of paired
slopes for void fractions versus air detrainment rates produced by ﬁne frits in distinct water types differed
signiﬁcantly at α of 0.05. Although the corresponding trend in slopes for the coarse frit was similar to that
for ﬁne frits (i.e., WACS-S2 < WACS-S1 < CalNex), the differences among those slopes were statistically
indistinguishable. Random variability associated with motion of the ship coupled with the relatively small
numbers of observations limited statistical resolution in evaluating the signiﬁcance of what we suspect is a
representative trend in the dynamics of plumes produced by the coarse frit in different seawater types.
Median sizes and distributions of near-surface bubbles produced by ﬁne frits were statistically indistinguishable. Because the ﬁnal bubble sizes produced by ﬁne frits in different seawater types were similar,
we infer that variability among void fractions may have been driven by differences in the initial bubble
sizes (and associated rise velocities) coupled with the subsequent evolution toward similar bubble size
near the air-water interface.
Bubble size in a plume generated by sintered-frit aeration is affected by many system parameters including
frit porosity, ﬂuid and gas temperature and density, hydrostatic pressure, air ﬂow rate (analogous to inlet
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Table 2
Seawater DOC Concentration ± Standard Deviation in μM at Inlet and Outlet
of Generator
Date, time (local)

Frit porosity

Inlet

Outlet

WACS-S1
a
22 Aug 2012, 0930
b
22 Aug 2012, 1637
c
23 Aug 2012, 0555
Average ± SD

Fine
Coarse
Coarse

85.9 ± 0.4
90.6 ± 2.4
88.8 ± 2.2
88.4 ± 1.9

87.0 ± 0.8
90.2 ± 2.1
91.9 ± 2.0
89.7 ± 2.0

WACS-S2
a,d
24 Aug 2012, 0817
a
25 Aug 2012, 1023
a
26 Aug 2012, 0828
Average ± SD

Fine
Fine
Coarse

74.6 ± 2.1
74.0 ± 1.9
74.5 ± 0.5
74.3 ± 0.3

52.3 ± 5.1
56.2 ± 1.5
45.6 ± 0.8
51.4 ± 4.4

a
Transition
d

b

c

between late night and daytime. Daytime. Late night.
Sampled in the Sargasso Sea but approximately 1 h before the ship
arrived at station 2.
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pressure), and surface tension. However, the presence of surfactants
substantially diminishes the impact of other system parameters on
the resulting bubble plume characteristics (Burns & Zhang, 2001).
Evidence from other studies suggests that bubbles smaller than about
2 mm diameter (which includes virtually all of those produced within
the generator) are stabilized by natural surfactants in seawater, and consequently, do not fragment (or presumably coalesce) (e.g., Deane &
Stokes, 2002). As noted above, however, bubble surface tension is not
static but evolves over time in response to the concentrations, speciation, and associated surface afﬁnities of the dissolved OM that competes
for available surface area in different seawater types (Long, Keene,
Kieber, et al., 2014). Consequently, the initial bubble size (and associated
buoyancy and rise velocity) may evolve via simple expansion or contraction in response to evolving bubble surface tension. Presumably, the
initial bubble sizes produced by frits also varied among seawater types
as a function of surface tension (Burns & Zhang, 2001).

Similarly, differences in bubble size reﬂect corresponding differences
in the age of bubble surfaces and associated surface tension.
Consequently, the dynamics of plumes produced by different frit sizes
in a given seawater type can be interpreted as two points along a time series of surface evolution in response
to the same reservoir of surfactants. For example, relative (but insigniﬁcant) differences among slopes for
void faction versus air detrainment rate for plumes composed of shorter-lived bubbles produced by the
coarse frit in different seawater types are similar to those for plumes composed by longer-lived bubbles produced by ﬁne frits in different seawater types (WACS-S2 < WACS-S1 < CalNex, Figure 1). These results suggest that despite differences in bubble surfaces exposed to each seawater type and associated surface
tensions at different ages, bubble properties in all seawater types evolved in similar relative directions.
Although the primary mechanism(s) responsible for the variability in void fractions among different seawater
types cannot be resolved unequivocally, our observations clearly indicate that such variability exists and presumably relates in part to variability in concentrations and/or speciation of the dominant surface-active OM
present in these different waters. By extension, these results suggest that interactions between surfactant OM
and bubble plume surfaces may also inﬂuence DOC concentrations and speciation in surface seawater.
3.3. Processing of Surfactant DOC by Bubble Plumes
The aerosol generator is a closed system. The only pathways by which OM originally present in feed seawater
could be removed are via (1) incorporation into mPMA and (2) overﬂow to the seawater exhaust drain. Less
than 0.01% of DOC ﬂowing through the generator was recovered as OCwe associated with mPMA (Long,
Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014), and consequently, virtually all OM that entered the generator through the inlet
left the generator via the seawater exhaust line. DOC concentrations at the inlet and at the outlet did not vary
signiﬁcantly as functions of frit size or time of day (daytime versus transition) at either WACS-S1 or WACS-S2
(Table 2). However, at WACS-S2, DOC concentrations at the exhaust were signiﬁcantly lower than those at
the inlet by an average of 31%. These results indicate that a signiﬁcant fraction of DOC in oligotrophic seawater at WACS-S2 was removed from solution via bubble processing. Samples for analysis of DOC were
drawn from the generator through 0.2 μm Whatman POLYCAP 75 AS cartridges. We hypothesize that bubble
processing converted a signiﬁcant fraction of DOC originally present at WACS-S2 to particulate OM, perhaps
as gels (e.g., Barber, 1966), of sufﬁcient size and lifetime against redissolution (minutes) to be removed by the
POLYCAP cartridges.
In contrast, DOC concentrations measured at the generator’s inlet and exhaust at WACS-S1 were statistically
indistinguishable indicating that bubble processing had minimal inﬂuence on bulk DOC concentrations at
this station. If interactions of OM with bubble surfaces produced particulate OM at WACS-S1, these results
suggest that the particles were either too small or too short lived against redissolution to be removed by
the POLYCAP particle ﬁlters or they were present at sufﬁciently low abundance for detection via changes
in DOC. Evidence reported by Long, Keene, Kieber, et al. (2014) supports the hypothesis that surfactants in
oligotrophic seawater at WACS-S2 were associated with a spatially uniform background reservoir of DOC,
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Figure 2. Average size-resolved PEnum (solid symbols, Y axis) and PEmass (open symbols, second Y axis) during daytime
(lighter colors) and nighttime (darker colors) at WACS-S1 (green) using (a) ﬁne frits (Ns = 89 for daytime and 107 for
nighttime) and (b) the coarse frit (Ns = 72 for daytime and 68 for nighttime); at WACS-S2 (blue) using (c) ﬁne frits (Ns = 75
for daytime and 75 for nighttime) and (d) the coarse frit (Ns = 53 for daytime and 59 for nighttime); and during CalNex
using (e) ﬁne frits (Ns for the SEMS and APS = 162 and 142, respectively, for daytime and 205 and 182, respectively, for
nighttime); and (f) the coarse frit (Ns for the SEMS and APS = 176 and 94, respectively, for daytime and 134 and 114,
respectively, for nighttime). Ns denote numbers of scans. Errors bars depict ±1 standard deviation. During WACS, air
2
1
detrainment rates for ﬁne and coarse frits were 2.2 and 2.3 L m s , respectively. During CalNex, detrainment rates for
2
1
2
1
ﬁne frits ranged from 0.9 to 2.2 L m s and for the coarse frit ranged from 1.0 to 1.8 L m s .

whereas a distinct reservoir of OM containing surfactants with relatively stronger surface afﬁnities was
present in biologically productive waters (WACS-S1 and CalNex) during daytime. We infer that the
relatively small reservoir of surfactants that originated from biological and/or photochemical sources
on diel scales at WACS-S1 effectively out-competed the background surfactants for bubble surfaces,
thereby preventing the formation of larger, longer-lived, and/or more abundant organic particulates via
interactions of background surfactants with bubble surfaces.
3.4. Primary Factors That Inﬂuence PEnum and PEmass
The environmental and operational factors that modulate bubble plume dynamics discussed above also
impact the corresponding production of mPMA when bubbles burst at the air-water interface. These and
other factors are evaluated below.
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Table 3
Summary Statistics for Total PEnum and PEmass
WACS-S1

WACS-S1

WACS-S2

WACS-S2

CalNex

CalNex

Fine frits

Coarse frit

Fine frits

Coarse frit

Fine frits

Coarse frit

Total daytime (×10 L )
a
6
1
Total nighttime (×10 L )
Peak GMD daytime (μm)
Peak GMD nighttime (μm)

55.4 ± 13.1
32.4 ± 1.7
0.070
0.070

61.1 ± 5.8
27.7 ± 2.4
0.108
0.086

23.0 ± 0.9
24.4 ± 1.0
0.065
0.070

22.4 ± 5.0
26.2 ± 0.8
0.075
0.081

63.1 ± 15.9
56.9 ± 6.3
0.070
0.070

53.0 ± 4.6
37.3 ± 7.8
0.093
0.093

a

7.2 ± 0.7
5.8 ± 0.3
2.25
3.00

11.8 ± 1.2
7.0 ± 1.6
1.57
4.00

2.7 ± 0.6
3.4 ± 0.3
4.00
4.00

3.6 ± 2.2
4.7 ± 0.3
4.00
4.00

5.8 ± 2.8
3.7 ± 0.6
3.47
2.42

5.1 ± 0.5
6.8 ± 1.8
1.36
1.46

Characteristic
a

6

1

1

Total daytime (μg L )
a
1
Total nighttime (μg L )
Peak GMD daytime (μm)
Peak GMD nighttime (μm)

PEnum

PEmass

Note. Based on mean size distributions depicted in Figure 2. See Figure 2 caption and associated text for additional details.
Mean ± standard deviation.

a

3.4.1. Frit Porosity, Seawater Composition, and Time of Day
Size-resolved PEnum and PEmass were measured continuously under invariant sets of operating conditions
during the long (nominal 20 h) cascade impactor sampling intervals. Subsets of values for sampling intervals
during which mPMA was produced using ﬁne-porosity frits and using the coarse-porosity frit were averaged
over discrete daytime and nighttime periods at the two WACS stations and during CalNex (Figure 2). These
plots depict the actual measured PEs per unit air detrained for each size bin rather than PEs that have been
normalized based on the corresponding widths of size bins (Dp). The narrow ranges in log Dp for the SEMS
(0.028 to 0.041 μm) and the APS (0.027 to 0.031 μm) indicate that the relative shapes of PEnum and PEmass
distributions depicted in Figure 2 are very similar to those of the corresponding normalized distributions
for dPEnum/dlogDp and dPEmass/dlogDp, respectively, as illustrated by the example shown in Figure S1.
The slight deviations between relative shapes of the plotted versus underlying distributions do not impact
interpretation of results. We employ this plotting convention to facilitate direct comparisons with previously
reported results based on the same approach (Kieber et al., 2016; Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014) and with the
corresponding size-resolved chemical data, which are not normalized herein or typically elsewhere based on
widths of size bins. The total PE summed over each size distribution depicted in Figure 2 and the corresponding GMD for the mPMA size fraction with the peak PE for each distribution are summarized in Table 3.
The generator was operated in the same conﬁgurations at the two WACS stations, and consequently, for a
given conﬁguration, differences between PEs at these stations were driven primarily by differences in seawater characteristics. In contrast, during CalNex, PEs were measured over air detrainment rates ranging from
0.9 to 2.2 L m 2 s 1, which as discussed in more detail below, contributed to variability in PE, particularly in
PEmass. In addition, spatial heterogeneity in seawater characteristics during CalNex including potential inﬂuences of surfactant OM originating from Ekman-induced coastal upwelling, benthic biota (e.g., macroalgae),
and nonmarine sources (e.g., terrestrial runoff and hydrocarbon seeps from the sea ﬂoor) contributed to
variability in PEs. Consequently, PEs during CalNex were generally more variable relative to those during
WACS (Table 3).
Size-resolved PEnum values for both coarse and ﬁne frits were signiﬁcantly greater during daytime relative to
nighttime at the biologically productive WACS-S1 whereas diel variability at the oligotrophic WACS-S2 was
insigniﬁcant (Figure 2 and Table 3) as reported previously (Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014). In addition,
PEnum values during the night were similar at both WACS stations. PEnum values during CalNex were also
higher during daytime relative to nighttime although diel differences for the ﬁne frits were not signiﬁcant.
In all cases, the peak in PEnum values for the coarse frit was associated with larger GMDs relative to that for
ﬁne frits. In addition, relative differences between the peak GMDs for PEnum associated with coarse versus ﬁne
frits were greater for biologically productive waters (WACS-S1 and CalNex) than those for the oligotrophic
WACS-S2 (Table 3).
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Figure 3. Total production ﬂux of mPMA number (solid symbols and connecting lines, Y axis) and mass (open symbols and
dashed connecting lines, second Y axis) versus air detrainment rate using ﬁne (gray) and coarse (black) frits (a) at WACS-S1
on 20 August 2012 between 1006 and 1318, (b) at WACS-S2 on 24 August 2012 between 0939 and 1320, and (c) during
CalNex on 1 June 2010 between 1006 and 2009. One full size-resolved ﬂux distribution generated with ﬁne frits at an
2
1
air detrainment rate of 2.16 L m s was measured at WACS-S1. All other total ﬂuxes correspond to the average for two
(during WACS) or three (during CalNex) size-resolved distributions measured consecutively. Error bars depict range for
WACS and ±1 standard deviation for CalNex.

Size-resolved and total PEmass values for both coarse and ﬁne frits at WACS-S1 were greater and shifted
toward smaller GMDs during daytime relative to nighttime (Figures 2a and 2b and Table 3). In contrast, at
WACS-S2, PEmass values for coarse and ﬁne frits exhibited similar size distributions during the daytime and
nighttime. PEmass values for CalNex were more variable with no consistent day-night trends observed.
Although marine-derived OM accounts for minor to negligible fractions of mPMA mass (discussed in more
detail below), the results for WACS-S1 indicate that surfactant OM in the surface ocean signiﬁcantly modulates the size-resolved production of mPMA mass from the surface ocean.
Systematic diel variability was evident in PEnum and PEmass at WACS-S1 and over some periods during CalNex
but not at WACS-S2. Available evidence supports the hypothesis posed by Long, Keene, Kieber, et al. (2014)
that these day-night differences for biologically productive waters reﬂect inﬂuences of dominant but shortlived surfactant pools that are produced via biological and/or photochemical pathways in the near-surface
ocean during daytime. At WACS-S1 and over some relatively less variable periods during CalNex, these daytime pools were rapidly depleted following sunset revealing the inﬂuence of a larger background reservoir of
surfactants that modulated mPMA generation from biologically productive waters at night and from oligotrophic waters. Surfactants associated with RDOC likely contribute to this background reservoir (Kieber
et al., 2016).
3.4.2. Air Detrainment Rate and Surface Bubble Rafts
As noted previously, PEnum values during daytime varied among different seawater types (Table 3). Standard
linear regressions indicate that the total mPMA number production ﬂux generated with ﬁne frits from each
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seawater type during daytime was signiﬁcantly correlated with air detrainment rate (r2 for WACS-S1 = 0.994,
r2 for WACS-S2 = 0.998, and r2 for CalNex = 0.994; Figure 3). Signiﬁcant linear correlations between number
production ﬂuxes generated with ﬁne frits versus air detrainment rates were also observed during a previous
deployment of the generator at Bermuda (Keene et al., 2007). At air detrainment rates less than about
2 L m 2 s 1, number production ﬂuxes generated with the coarse frit in all seawater types during daytime
were similar to those generated with ﬁne frits but, at higher detrainment rates, those generated with the
coarse frit were disproportionately greater and the magnitude of divergence increased with increasing
detrainment rate (Figure 3). Consequently, PEnum for the coarse frit varied as a function of air detrainment
rate. Presumably, the marked divergence at higher detrainment rates was driven in part by physical processes
involving the relatively greater energy dissipated at the air-water interface by the larger sizes and faster rise
velocities of bubbles produced by the coarse frit. However, the mechanism responsible for the curvilinear
relationship between mPMA production versus air detrainment rate for the coarse frit cannot be resolved
unequivocally based on available data.
Relationships between mass production ﬂuxes of mPMA versus air detrainment rates at the two WACS
stations during daytime were highly nonlinear and counterintuitive (Figures 3a and 3b). For both frit porosities at WACS-S2 and for ﬁne frits at WACS-S1, the lowest detrainment rates produced the maximum
mass ﬂuxes. The total mPMA mass produced by the coarse frit at WACS-S1 was also greater at the lowest
detrainment rate relative to the next higher rate. The number and mass production ﬂuxes of size-resolved
mPMA produced by ﬁne frits as a function of air detrainment rate at WACS-S1 (Figure 4) indicate that
mass production was dominated by a proportionately very small number of relatively large particles.
Clearly, physical processes other than air detrainment alone are important in modulating mPMA mass
production ﬂuxes.
We hypothesize that the above relationships reﬂect inﬂuences of bubble-bubble and bubble-surface interactions within bubble rafts (the physical ramiﬁcations of breaking-wave whitecaps) on the injection of larger droplets that dominate production of mPMA mass. Visual inspection indicates that low air detrainment
rates sustain surface rafts that are both discontinuous across the air-water interface and relatively thin,
whereas higher detainment rates sustain rafts that are more continuous across the interface and relatively
thick. Bubbles that burst within raft structures do not produce the classic cavities at the air-water interface
that inject jet droplets. In these cases, we infer that energy is dissipated primarily by interactions with and
displacement of surrounding bubbles in the raft. Bubbles that burst at the bottom of raft structures produce cavities at the interface, but the injection of jet droplets may be attenuated by overlying bubble
structures. Based on the above discussion, we hypothesize that bursting bubbles uninﬂuenced by surface
rafts emit jet droplets and associated mPMA mass at higher efﬁciency per unit air detrained relative to
those associated with rafts. If this hypothesis is correct, the mass production efﬁciency (i.e., PMA mass ﬂux
per unit air detrained or per unit energy dissipated) by breaking waves may be substantially greater at
lower wind velocities and associated whitecap coverage relative to higher velocities and with smaller
shorter-lived breaking events common under all wind regimes. Similarly, for a given sea state, PMA mass
ﬂuxes may be dominated by the relatively lower volumes of plume air that detrain as individual bubbles
around the perimeters of fully developed whitecaps or during the dissipation phases of whitecaps relative
to the larger volumes of air that detrain through whitecaps. It was evident from visual inspection that the
dynamics of raft structures (thickness, bubble size, and lifetime) also varied substantially in response to
seawater type. Although poorly characterized, we infer from the above that in addition to the other effects
discussed previously, surfactant OM inﬂuenced the production of mPMA mass via modulation of raft structures. To our knowledge, the potentially important inﬂuences of spatial and temporal variability in surface
bubble rafts as functions of sea state and seawater composition suggested by our results have not been
considered explicitly in any parameterizations of PMA production reported to date. We return to this issue
in section 4.2.
In this regard, we note that sea state inﬂuences the lifetime of surface bubble rafts within the generator when
deployed on a ship at sea. Under calm seas, the raft drained evenly over the circumference of the air-water
interface whereas, under rough seas, the ship’s motion resulted in more variable drainage and redevelopment of raft structures. Although not controllable or characterized explicitly, variability in sea state during
the two campaigns clearly contributed to variability in raft dynamics within the generator and, we speculate,
corresponding variability in PEmass under otherwise identical operating conditions.
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Figure 4. Size-resolved production ﬂux of mPMA (a) number and (b) mass generated with ﬁne frits over a range in air
detrainment rate at WACS-S2 on 24 August 2012 between 0939 and 1134. Each size-resolved ﬂux distribution corresponds to the average for two consecutive sets of measurements. The replicate average ﬂux distributions at a detrainment
2
1
rate of 0.31 L m s (dark and light blue symbols and lines) were measured at the beginning and end, respectively, of the
characterization period.

3.4.3. Bubble Plume Depth
Bubble plumes were generated by pumping feed air over a range of ﬂow rates through the deeper bank
of ﬁne-porosity frits (at approximately 100 cm depth), while ﬂows through the shallower bank of frits were
set to the minimum required to prevent backﬂow into those frits. Subsequently, air was pumped through
the shallower bank of ﬁne-porosity frits (at approximately 60 cm depth), while ﬂows through the deeper
frits were maintained at a minimal ﬂow. Although based on limited data, regression slopes for number
production ﬂux versus air detrainment suggest signiﬁcantly higher production efﬁciencies for the deeper
relative to the shallower bank of frits (Figure 5). The cause(s) for this apparent divergence as a function of
depth cannot be determined unambiguously based on available information but two processes may have
contributed.
1. Although not measured, we presume that for a given air detrainment rate, each bank of frits produced
bubble plumes with similar size distributions and thus similar rise velocities. As such, at the time of bursting, surfaces of bubbles produced by the deeper bank of frits were older than those produced by the shallower bank, which would have allowed longer periods of evolution in response to surfactants. We note
that sensitivity of bubble sizes to air ﬂow rate reﬂects changes in the pressure at the inlet, which, at greater
depth, would be higher (e.g., Burns & Zhang, 2001). However, the available evidence suggests that the
inﬂuence of surfactants would have signiﬁcantly muted this effect.
2. Surfaces of bubbles produced by the deeper bank of frits scavenged surfactants from a larger volume of
seawater relative to those produced by the shallower bank. Thus, for a given air detrainment rate, surfaceactive organics in the scavenged water column may have been more rapidly depleted by plumes
produced with the shallower bank relative to those produced with the deeper bank.
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Figure 5. Total number production ﬂux at WACS-S1 during daytime on 20
August 2012 as a function of air detrainment rate though two, independently regulated banks of ﬁne frits positioned at average depths of
approximately 60 cm (designated “shallow” and depicted with open squares
and dashed line) and approximately 100 cm (designated “deep” and
depicted with solid circles and line), respectively. Lines are standard linear
6
1
6
1
regressions with slopes of 22.3 × 10 L and 48.9 × 10 L , respectively;
2
corresponding r values are in the legend. Each ﬂux represents the average
of two size-resolved ﬂux distributions measured consecutively. Error bars
depict range.

Figure 6. Mean size-resolved PMA number ﬂux produced by the impaction
1
of a single jet on the seawater surface at a ﬂow rate of 2.0 L min
between 2210 on 1 June and 0840 on 2 June 2010 during CalNex. Ns
for SEMS and APS are 121 and 107, respectively. Error bars depict ±1 standard deviation.
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Both of these processes may have contributed to divergence in the
surface-active properties of bubbles, energetics of bursting, and
associated mPMA production efﬁciencies for plumes that evolved
through deeper versus shallower depths of seawater.
3.4.4. Method of Bubble Generation: Frits Versus Jets
To quantify the incremental ﬂux of mPMA produced via the jet(s), the
measured production ﬂux must be corrected for the background contribution from frits at the minimal air ﬂow required to prevent ﬂooding.
This correction is based on the assumption that the background production does not vary as a function of air detrainment. As discussed previously, number production ﬂuxes varied as linear (for ﬁne frits) or
roughly linear (for the coarse frit) functions of air detrainment rates
(Figure 3), which suggests that this assumption is reasonable over the
ranges of operating conditions considered here. Subtracting the background yielded the average size-resolved number ﬂux produced by a
jet depicted in Figure 6. An analogous correction could not be applied
to the mass production ﬂuxes produced by the jet because relationships
between mass production ﬂuxes and detrainment rates were highly
nonlinear (Figure 3). The additional air detrainment associated with jets
attenuated the background mass production ﬂux associated with frits.
Correcting the measured ﬂuxes for the background contribution from
frits in the absence of jets yielded negative residual mass ﬂuxes produced by the jets over the upper end of the aerosol size distribution.
Consequently, only the background-corrected number production
ﬂuxes can be interpreted with reasonable conﬁdence.
Since air detrainment rates associated with jets could not be measured, the corresponding PEnum values could be not determined. In
addition, relative to frits, less time was devoted to characterizing properties of mPMA produced with jets so insufﬁcient information is available to evaluate diel variability. Finally, the areal cross sections of the
interface through which bubble plumes detrained were variable and
not quantiﬁed. Consequently, number ﬂuxes were normalized to the
cross section of the generator, which corresponds to lower limits for
ﬂuxes per unit surface area of detraining bubble plume. However,
many characteristics of mPMA produced by jets do not vary as a function of the detrainment surface area and, thus, can be interpreted with
conﬁdence. For example, the shapes of background-corrected sizeresolved mPMA distributions produced by jets (Figure 6) were similar
to those produced by frits, although the distributions were shifted
somewhat toward larger GMDs. The GMD corresponding to the peak
number ﬂux in Figure 6 is 0.171 μm, whereas those based on frits
range from 0.065 to 0.108 μm (Table 3).
The mean (±standard deviation) for the total number of particles (integrated over all size bins) produced by the jet during CalNex (Figure 6,
56.8 ± 10.4 × 106 m 2 s 1) fell within the range of those produced by
frits under the experimental conditions evaluated during these deployments (Figure 3). However, bubble plumes generated by jets extended
only about 5 cm below the air-water interface, and consequently, the
average lifetimes of bubbles produced by jets were much shorter and
the corresponding volume of seawater scavenged much less than for
bubble plumes produced by frits (Table 1) or by many open-ocean wind
waves (Deane & Stokes, 2002; Thorpe, 1982; Thorpe & Hall, 1983; Thorpe
et al., 1982). Given the temporal evolution of surfactants on bubble
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Figure 7. Total production ﬂux of mPMA number as a function of the combined seawater ﬂow rate through one (solid
symbols and lines) or two jets (open symbols and dashed lines) (a) at WACS-S1 on 20 August 2012 (green) and at WACS-S2
on 24 August 2012 (blue) and (b) on three different days during CalNex. Lines correspond to standard linear
regressions; correlation coefﬁcients are presented in the panel legends. Each total ﬂux represents the average of two
(during WACS) or three or more (during CalNex) size-resolved ﬂux distributions measured consecutively. Error bars
depict range for WACS and ±1 standard deviation for CalNex. All characterizations were during daytime. The in-line dryer
was not used during the CalNex measurements. Note that scales on Y axes differ.

surfaces as indicated by temporal variability in surface tension discussed in section 3.1.2, we hypothesize that
for a given seawater type, mPMA OM emitted to air via the bursting of short-lived bubbles associated with
shallow plumes produced by jets may be chemically distinct from that emitted via the bursting of longerlived bubbles associated with deeper plumes produced by frits in our generator or by many wind waves at
the sea surface.
Number production ﬂuxes were linearly correlated with the seawater ﬂow rate through both a single jet and
two jets (Figure 7). Similarly, the slopes for linear regressions of number production versus jet ﬂow were greater
during the daytime at WACS-S1 relative to WACS-S2 indicating more efﬁcient number production per unit jet
ﬂow from biologically productive water during daytime relative to oligotrophic water. Slopes also varied substantially over the range of seawater types characterized during CalNex. However, several regressions yielded
intercepts that differed signiﬁcantly from 0.0 suggesting nonlinearities at jet ﬂows below 1.0 L min 1 (the
lowest jet ﬂow rate characterized) under some conditions. Causes for such nonlinearities are not known.
During CalNex, all characterizations of mPMA production as functions of jet number and ﬂow rate were
conducted without a dryer in-line, whereas during WACS, mPMA was dehydrated upstream of the sizing
instruments. As discussed in more detail below, dehydrating mPMA either in the generator’s headspace or
via an in-line dryer resulted in negative bias in number concentrations. This difference in conﬁguration of
the system contributed to the relatively higher production ﬂuxes for a given seawater ﬂow rate through jets
during CalNex relative to WACS (Figure 7).
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3.5. Other Operational Factors Affecting mPMA Production
3.5.1. Seawater Feed Rate
Variability in the ﬂow rate of seawater through the generator can inﬂuence mPMA production by (1) modulating the delivery of fresh surfactant OM with associated implications for plume dynamics and (2)
modulating the lifetime and associated physical properties of bubble
rafts at the interface. Because the residence time of seawater in the generator (~10 min at a typical ﬂow rate of 4 L min 1) is much longer than
that of individual bubbles (~2 to 10 s), variability in the seawater feed
rates considered here (0 to 5 L min 1) had minimal inﬂuence on bubble
rise velocities and lifetimes.
For a given frit porosity and air detrainment rate during CalNex, variability in seawater feed rates to the generator between about 2.5 and
5.0 L min 1 had a minor to negligible inﬂuence on the corresponding
PEnum values, whereas at lower seawater feed rates, PEnum values
generally decreased (Figure 8). Spatial variability in properties of feed
seawater over the 10 h duration of the characterization period probably
contributed to the corresponding variability in PEnum, which precludes
unambiguous interpretation of variability in PEnum as a function of seaFigure 8. PEnum values summed over all size fractions of mPMA produced
water feed rate. However, in biologically productive waters at both
during CalNex using coarse (black square symbols and lines) and ﬁne frits
WACS-S1 and during CalNex, when seawater ﬂow through the generator
(gray round symbols and lines) at two different air detrainment rates each
was turned off completely, PEnum values decreased systematically by
(speciﬁed in the legend) as a function of seawater ﬂow rate through the
generator on 17 May 2010 between 0954 and 1955. Each value corresponds
26% and 43%, respectively, over periods of a few minutes (Long,
to the average of three size distributions measured consecutively. Error
Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014). These results support that hypothesis that
bars depict ±1 standard deviation. The in-line dryer was not used during
at seawater feed rates greater than about 2.5 L min 1, the delivery of
these measurements.
the primary surfactants that modulate plume dynamics and aerosol
production from biologically productive seawater exceeded rates of
scavenging and removal via bubble processing resulting in minimal
variability in PEnum values for a given set of conditions. At lower seawater feed rates, scavenging and removal
of the primary surfactant reservoir via bubble processing exceeded the delivery rate of primary surfactant,
revealing the transition to a secondary or background surfactant reservoir that is associated with lower
mPMA production efﬁciencies.
3.5.2. RH Within Headspace and Sample Transmission Line
Keene et al. (2007) reported that number concentrations of mPMA measured in the headspace of the generator decreased by approximately 35% as RH in the headspace decreased from ~90% to ~50%. The authors
speculated that this trend reﬂected increasing losses of smaller particles to surfaces as RH decreased due
to electrostatic effects. Freshly produced mPMA is charged (e.g., Blanchard, 1963), and at lower RH, the static
electrical relaxation time is relatively long compared to conditions at higher RH. The longer relaxation time
coupled with smaller aerosol size at lower RH may have contributed to relatively greater losses to surfaces
within the generator. During CalNex, a similar analysis of variability in mPMA concentrations as a function
of RH in the generator’s headspace with no dryer in-line upstream of the sizing instruments revealed a similar
trend of comparable magnitude (not shown).
To elucidate the nature of this loss mechanism in more detail, RH within the headspace was adjusted to
80 ± 1% and size-resolved number production ﬂuxes were measured alternately with and without the dryer
in-line. The standard conﬁguration of the SEMS used dry room air as sheath air. This conﬁguration yielded RHs
measured within the SEMS of approximately 25%, which effectively dehydrated particles immediately prior
to characterization regardless of RH in the generator’s headspace. Because number size distributions
measured by the SEMS both with and without the dryer in-line corresponded to dry particles, differences
in size distributions reﬂect inﬂuences of drying upstream of as opposed to drying within the instrument. In
contrast, the APS used humid sample air as the sheath, and thus, differences in size distributions measured
with and without the dryer in-line were driven primarily by changes in mPMA water content.
Consequently, interpretation of results for this set of conditions is limited to those for the SEMS. Size-resolved
number production ﬂuxes (dry GMDs between 0.01 and 0.62 μm) using coarse or ﬁne frits were measured at
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Figure 9. Total number production ﬂux summed over the SEMS size bins (dry GMDs between 0.01 to 0.62 μm) versus air
detrainment rate using ﬁne or course frits measured with and without the dryer in-line on 1 June 2010 between 1006
and 1521 during CalNex. RH within the generator headspace was 80.3 ± 1.4%. Dry room air was used as the sheath air for
the SEMS yielding RHs within the instrument of ~25%. Each ﬂux corresponds to the average of three consecutive size
distributions. Error bars depict ±1 standard deviation.

Figure 10. Examples of the average (Ns = 3) size-resolved number production ﬂuxes from which the summed ﬂuxes
2
1
depicted in Figure 9 were calculated; (a) ﬁne frits at an air detrainment rate of 2.16 L m s and (b) the coarse frit at
2
1
an air detrainment rate of 2.26 L m s . Error bars depict ±1 standard deviation.
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three different air detrainment rates each with either the dryer in-line or the dryer off-line (Figure 9). Total
number ﬂuxes produced using ﬁne frits and measured downstream of the dryer ranged from 38% to 44%
lower than those measured without the dryer in-line. Total number ﬂuxes produced using the coarse frit
measured downstream of the dryer ranged from 19% to 23% lower than those measured without the dryer
in-line. Examples of the corresponding size-resolved ﬂuxes (Figure 10) indicate that losses were limited to
particles less than about 0.2 μm dry diameter. The relatively larger particle size distributions produced with
the coarse frit than those produced with ﬁne frits (Figure 2 and Table 3) contributed to the proportionately
lower losses of particles produced with the coarse frit. It is evident that the numbers of hydrated particles that
entered the dryer were signiﬁcantly greater than the numbers of dry particles downstream of the dryer.
We also characterized mPMA number and mass production ﬂuxes over a period of approximately 5.5 h with
the RH of the headspace maintained at 20 ± 2%, which is well below the efﬂorescence RH for marine aerosol
(e.g., Tang, 1997; Tang et al., 1997). The dryer was alternately placed in-line and then taken off-line for periods
of approximately 20 to 30 min each. Although measured number and mass production ﬂuxes decreased over
the entire period of observation, ﬂuxes during individual periods with the dryer in-line versus those with the
dryer off-line followed the same overall trend (Figure S2). These results reveal no discernable losses of dry
mPMA within the dryer, which indicates that the losses evident in Figures 9 and 10 were driven by dehydration of particles within the dryer. Taken together, the above results support the hypothesis that electrostatic
effects associated with drying at low RH led to enhanced losses of particles less than about 0.2 μm dry
diameter to surfaces within in the headspace, transmission line, and in-line dryer. Consequently, number
production ﬂuxes and PEnum values reported herein are considered lower limits. Mass production ﬂuxes
are dominated by the upper end of size distributions (Figure 2), which are not subject to signiﬁcant negative
artifacts of this nature (Figure 9).
3.6. Chemical Characteristics of mPMA
Because long sampling times (greater than 12 h) were required to generate sufﬁcient mass for reliable characterization of size-segregated chemical composition, potential inﬂuences of time of day on mPMA could not
be resolved. However, systematic variability in size-resolved chemical characteristics of mPMA as functions of
both frit porosity and seawater type was evident (Figures 11a and 11b and Table 4). For example, during both
WACS and CalNex, size-resolved mPMA was sampled over several consecutive 2 day periods at similar air
detrainment rates but using ﬁne frits on the ﬁrst day and the coarse frit on the second. Results for the four
sets of paired samples (at WACS-S1, at WACS-S2, and during CalNex on 28 to 30 May and on 30 May to
1 June) indicate that total Na+ production per unit air detrained (PENa+) when using the coarse frit was higher
than the corresponding value when using ﬁne frits (Table 4). These results are consistent with the greater production of supermicron mPMA mass under otherwise similar conditions when using the coarse frit relative to
ﬁne frits (Figure 2). In contrast, production efﬁciencies for total OCwe (PEOCwe) in the paired samples when
using ﬁne frits were modestly but consistently greater than those when using the coarse frit (Table 4).
These relationships may reﬂect the smaller bubble sizes, correspondingly larger bubble surface-to-volume
ratios, and thus larger surfactant-coated surface area delivered to air-water interface per unit air detrained
when using ﬁne versus coarse frits. Alternatively, corresponding differences in surface age (e.g., Table 1)
may have contributed to chemical divergence in surfactant coatings and associated energetics of bubble
bursting. Regardless, it is evident that the production of inorganic sea salt and OC mass varied systematically
as a function of bubble size and that for each set of paired samples generated under otherwise similar
conditions, relative variability on inorganic sea salt and OCwe resulted in greater EF(OCwe) values based on
concentrations summed over all size fractions when using ﬁne frits (Table 4).
Distributions of size-resolved EF(OCwe) for mPMA produced with frits (Figure 11c) were generally similar in
shape but lower in absolute magnitude relative to those previously reported for mPMA produced from
near-shore Sargasso seawater at Bermuda using ﬁne frits positioned at similar depth (Keene et al.,
2007). Based on concentrations summed over all impactor size fractions, PEOCwe values for ﬁne frits during
WACS and CalNex (Table 4) overlapped the range of values (0.86 to 1.64 nmol C L 1) corresponding to
results reported by Keene et al. (2007). Differences in EF(OCwe) between the earlier land-based deployment versus the latter two shipboard campaigns were driven primarily by more efﬁcient (factor of 6 based
on median values) production per unit air detrained of inorganic sea-salt species, which are associated
primarily with supermicron diameter size fractions (Figure 11a). Three operational factors probably
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Figure 11. Size-resolved chemical characteristics of mPMA generated using ﬁne (solid symbols and lines) and coarse frits
(open symbols and dashed lines) at WACS-S1 (green), at WACS-S2 (blue), and during CalNex (red) and generated with a
water jet during CalNex (black). Size distributions depicted for coarse and ﬁne frits during CalNex correspond to averages
for two and three impactor samples, respectively; other size distributions correspond to individual impactor samples.
+
(a) Size-resolved PENa+ for frits on Y axis and Na concentration in headspace for the jet on second Y axis, (b) PEOCwe for
frits on Y axis and OC concentration in headspace for the jet on the second Y axis, (c) EF(OCwe), and (d) organic nonwater mass
fraction. Times, operating conditions, and summary statistics for individual samples are reported in Table 4, and measurement
uncertainties are reported in Table S1. Values less than detection limits are plotted as one half detection limits.

contributed to the relatively greater PEs for inorganic sea salt and lower EF(OCwe) values during the latter
two shipboard campaigns.
1. Prior to CalNex, the original design of the generator used by Keene et al. (2007) on Bermuda was modiﬁed
for shipboard deployment (Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014). Overﬂow ports for seawater at the air-water
interface were replaced with an annular space that allowed seawater exhaust to ﬂow continuously across
the entire circumference of the top edge of the seawater reservoir, which minimized bubble rafting at the
interface. Based on section 3.4.2, we hypothesize that this reduction in rafting contributed to more
efﬁcient production of inorganic sea-salt mass associated with larger particles during WACS and CalNex
relative to the original deployment at Bermuda.
2. Detrainment rates of bubble air used for chemical characterization runs during WACS (2.16 to
2.26 L m 2 s 1) and CalNex (0.87 to 2.16 L m 2 s 1) were lower than that during the original deployment
(2.57 L m 2 s 1), which also likely contributed to relatively greater PEs for sea-salt mass during the shipboard campaigns (e.g., Figure 3).
3. Finally, coarse frits, which for a given set of conditions produce relatively greater amounts of inorganic sea
salt per unit air detrained, were used during about half of the chemical characterization runs during WACS
and CalNex (Table 4), whereas only ﬁne frits were used during the original deployment.
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Table 4
Sample Times, Operating Conditions, and Summary of Chemical Characteristics for Size-Resolved mPMA During WACS and CalNex
a

Location

Frit porosity
or jet

Start date, time

Stop date, time

Air detraiment
2
1
rate (L m s )

PENa+
1
(nmol L )

WACS-S1
WACS-S1
WACS-S2
WACS-S2
CalNex
CalNex
CalNex
CalNex
CalNex
CalNex

Fine
Coarse
Fine
Coarse
Fine
Coarse
Fine
Coarse
c
Jet
Fine

21 Aug 2012, 2047
22 Aug 2012, 1523
24 Aug 2012, 2116
25 Aug 2012, 2306
28 May 2010, 1647
29 May 2010, 1130
30 May 2010, 1248
31 May 2010, 1226
1 Jun 2010 2210
6 Jun 2010, 2158

22 Aug 2012, 1230
23 Aug 2012, 0811
25 Aug 2012, 2119
26 Aug 2012, 1832
29 May 2010, 0840
30 May 2010, 0840
31 May 2010, 0850
1 Jun 2010, 0839
2 Jun 2010, 0840
7 Jun 2010, 1104

2.16
2.26
2.16
2.26
1.65
1.75
0.87
0.98
d
NA
2.16

45.1 ± 0.6
73.8 ± 1.1
27.9 ± 0.4
49.6 ± 0.8
37.7 ± 0.7
51.4 ± 0.9
64.1 ± 1.2
75.1 ± 1.3
d
8438 ± 154
26.0 ± 0.5

PEOCwe
(nmol C L

a

1

)

0.456 ± 0.011
0.426 ± 0.007
0.421 ± 0.006
0.368 ± 0.004
0.778 ± 0.014
0.580 ± 0.014
1.10 ± 0.020
0.896 ± 0.018
d
100 ± 2.4
0.496 ± 0.033

Note. NA, not applicable.
b
c
1
Summed over all size fractions. Based on concentrations summed over all size fractions. Seawater ﬂow at 2.0 L min through a single jet.
3
ment rate for the jet and thus PE are not known. Concentrations in units of nmol m are reported in place of corresponding PEs.

a

EF(OCwe)

b

53.1
30.3
100.1
49.3
139.6
79.5
117.1
76.1
80.4
133.6
d

Air detrain-

Although total seawater DOC concentrations were similar during these campaigns (approximately
75 μmol C L 1), surfactant OM originating from local sources at Bermuda (benthic biota and surface runoff)
may have also contributed to differences in bubble surface tension, bubble size and lifetime, rafting, energetics
of bubble bursting, and the associated size-resolved composition of mPMA produced from near-shore
relative to open-ocean seawater.
Results for paired samples of mPMA generated under similar conditions from biologically productive versus
oligotrophic seawater at the two WACS stations illustrate the nature of variability in PEs for Na+ and OCwe as a
function of seawater type. When using ﬁne frits, both PENa+ and PEOCwe at WACS-S1 were greater than those
at WACS-S2 (Table 4). Similarly, when using the coarse frit, PEs for both species were also greater at WACS-S1.
In addition, like those for PEmass, the size distributions for PENa+ at WACS-S2 were shifted toward larger
particles relative to those for WACS-S1 (Figure 11a). We conclude that these differences were driven primarily
by the relatively greater number and mass PEs during daytime and the corresponding shift in PEmass toward
relatively smaller particles during daytime at the biologically productive WACS-S1 (Figure 2) (Long, Keene,
Kieber, et al., 2014).
Relative to other periods, the lower air detrainment rates at which mPMA was generated between 28 May
and 1 June 2010 during CalNex were associated with higher PEs for both Na+ and OC (Table 4). These results
are generally consistent with expectations based on relationships between PEmass and air detrainment rate
discussed in section 3.4.2 and depicted in Figure 4. However, variability in the characteristics of seawater from
which mPMA was produced during CalNex also contributed to overall variability in mPMA production (Long,
Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014), and consequently, the corresponding variability in PEs for Na+ and OCwe during
CalNex cannot be interpreted unambiguously with respect to air detrainment rate alone.
The smallest size fraction of mPMA produced from the same seawater type using coarse and ﬁne frits exhibited similar organic mass fractions and EF(OCwe)s (Figures 11c and 11d). Although these properties of the
smallest mPMA size fractions varied somewhat as a function of seawater type at WACS-S1, at WACS-S2,
and during CalNex, they overlapped the ranges of previously reported values for mPMA OCwe (Keene
et al., 2007) and total OC (Aller et al., 2017; Facchini et al., 2008; Quinn et al., 2014) produced at other locations
and times. Organic mass fractions and EF(OCwe)s decreased rapidly with increasing particle size. As discussed
above, it is evident that the higher organic mass fractions for larger mPMA size bins reported by Keene et al.
(2007) relative to those depicted in Figure 11d were driven primarily by the relatively lower production of
inorganic ionic constituents during the earlier study. Decreasing cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) activity
of size-resolved mPMA during WACS relative to calibration aerosol suggests that organic mass fractions
increased with decreasing size over the lower ends of size distributions (100 to 40 nm dry diameter) that
could not be resolved by direct measurement (Quinn et al., 2014). It is evident that EF(OCwe) based on compositions summed over all size fractions (Table 4) as well as EF(OCwe) and the corresponding organic mass
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fraction for the smallest size bin (Figures 11c and 11d) did not vary systematically as a function of the phytoplankton biomass present in the parent seawater as inferred from Chl a concentrations (Table 1), consistent
with results reported previously by Quinn et al. (2014).
The size distribution for Na+ concentrations associated with mPMA produced with the jet was similar in
shape to the size distributions of PENa+ and, thus corresponding Na+ concentrations, produced with frits
(Figure 11a). However, size-resolved OCwe concentrations for the jet peaked in the supermicron portion of
the size distribution with a lesser secondary peak associated with the smallest size fraction, whereas all size
distributions of PEOCwe and corresponding concentrations for frits peaked in the smallest size fraction
(Figure 11b). The primary cause for this fundamental difference in the size-resolved composition of mPMA
produced with the jet versus those with frits cannot be resolved unequivocally based on available information but may relate to the relatively shallow penetration depth (several centimeters) and associated differences in surface ages of bubble plumes produced by the jet relative to those produced by frits. Despite
these differences, size-resolved EF(OCwe) and organic mass fractions for the jet fell with the range of those
for frits (Figures 11c and 11d).
mPMA produced during a previous land-based deployment of the generator on Bermuda was signiﬁcantly
enriched by ~20% in Ca2+ relative to local seawater (Keene et al., 2007). In contrast, mPMA produced on ships
during both WACS and CalNex was not signiﬁcantly enriched in Ca2+. These differences raise the possibility
that non-sea-salt Ca2+ from local sources on Bermuda, such as CaCO3 of which much of the island is composed, may have contributed to mPMA Ca2+ measured during the previous deployment. However, recent
characterizations of mPMA produced via jet impaction from both artiﬁcial seawater and coastal seawater
sampled in a Norwegian fjord also revealed signiﬁcant Ca2+ enrichments (Salter et al., 2016). Causes for the
systematic differences in results among these campaigns are not known and warrant further investigation.

4. Implications
4.1. Representativeness of Results
The WACS and CalNex results indicate that measured properties of mPMA produced under controlled
conditions within the generator varied signiﬁcantly as interrelated functions of (1) seawater type and, in biologically productive waters, time of day; (2) bubble injection rate, depth, size, lifetime, and surface age; (3) surfactant depletion via bubble scavenging; (4) physical properties of the air-water interface; and (5) hydration
state. With the exception of the latter factor, which almost certainly reﬂects losses of dehydrated mPMA to
surfaces within the generator or sample transition lines, the other factors vary temporally and spatially over
the surface oceans as functions of solar radiation, biological productivity, the types and concentrations of surfactants, inﬂuences of surfactants on wave breaking, air entrainment as a function of sea state, and possibly
inﬂuences of the surface microlayer. The inherent complexity of the system constrains the reliability of direct
comparisons between results reported herein and those generated by other groups at different times and
locations. In addition, comparable results for mPMA generated from natural ﬂowing seawater are quite limited. However, during both WACS and CalNex, the NOAA Paciﬁc Marine Environmental Laboratory generated
mPMA from bubble plumes produced by pumping clean air through two stainless steel diffusion stones
(2 μm porosity) suspended at a depth of 75 cm from an aerosol generator ﬂoating on the sea surface (Sea
Sweep) and, subsequently, characterized physical and chemical properties of the emitted particles. When
operated in parallel, the two generators yielded mPMA with similar normalized number size distributions
and size-resolved organic enrichment factors (Bates et al., 2012; Quinn et al., 2014). The good agreement
between these paired results based on different approaches suggests that these characteristics of mPMA
are reasonably representative of those produced by ambient wind waves at comparable air detrainment
rates. In addition, because the shipboard generator drew seawater from a depth of approximately 5 m,
whereas Sea Sweep injected air directly into the near-surface ocean, this good agreement suggests that
potential interactions involving organic surfactants associated with the sea-surface microlayer did not significantly modulate normalized size distributions or organic enrichments of mPMA produced by Sea Sweep.
Comparisons between physical properties of mPMA produced with frits versus jets reported herein relative to
those of mPMA produced with frits versus breaking waves in a wave tank containing ﬁltered coastal seawater
(Prather et al., 2013) and with frits versus plunging jets during mesocosm experiments (Alpert et al., 2015)
suggest that number size distributions produced with frits are typically shifted toward relatively smaller
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particles. Causes for these differences are not entirely clear. As noted above, plumes produced by jets in the
UVA generator were much shallower than those produced with frits or by open-ocean wind waves, which
probably contributed to divergence in results. In addition, ﬁltering coastal seawater used in the wave tank
experiments reported by Prather et al. (2013) or microbial growth during the mesocosm experiments
reported by Alpert et al. (2015) may have altered the natural surfactants that modulate bubble plume
dynamics in and associated characteristics of mPMA produced from ambient seawater. Regardless, available
evidence suggests that these differences in shapes of mPMA number size distributions may be of relatively
minor importance in terms of overall environmental implications. All particles within the range of variability
in centroids for frits (0.065 to 0.108 μm dry diameter, Table 3), the jet (0.171 μm dry diameter, Figure 5), and
the wave tank (0.162 μm dry diameter) (Prather et al., 2013) are effective CCN (Quinn et al., 2014). In addition,
following production, the composition of submicron PMA in ambient air is rapidly (seconds to minutes) modiﬁed and continues to evolve chemically over its atmospheric lifetime via condensation of gases and in situ
chemical transformations (Erickson et al., 1999; Sander et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2008). Consequently, non-seasalt constituents contribute signiﬁcantly to the nonwater mass of marine aerosol (Huebert et al., 1996;
Keene et al., 2009; Savoie et al., 2002; Turekian et al., 2003). Because freshly produced PMA account for
minor fractions of ambient aerosol and CCN populations over the ocean (Quinn et al., 2017), we conclude
that in terms of environmental (including climatic) implications, the total number and mass production
ﬂuxes of PMA as functions of major drivers are more important than relatively minor differences in the
initial shapes of size distributions.
Reliable extrapolation of results reported herein to production of ambient PMA at the ocean surface requires
knowledge of the trophic state of the surface ocean and characteristics of wave breaking including the depth
and volume of entrained air that detrains as small bubbles that produce particles. Because most surface
waters over the global ocean are oligotrophic, results for the oligotrophic WACS-S2 are most relevant to most
oceanic regions. At WACS-S2, PEnum values summed over mPMA size distributions generated at air detrainment rates of 2.3 and 2.2 L m 2 s 1 through coarse and ﬁne frits, respectively, fell within a narrow range during both daytime and nighttime periods (22.4 to 26.2 × 106 L 1, Table 3). The corresponding PEOCwe values
for coarse and ﬁne frits at WACS-S2 were also similar (0.368 and 0.421 nmol C L 1, respectively, Table 4). These
results indicate that over the ranges of operating conditions evaluated, PEnum and PEOCwe did not vary
substantially as a function of bubble size, age, or void fraction. In addition, for air detrainment rates of less
than about 2.5 L m 2 s 1, mPMA number production ﬂuxes for both coarse and ﬁne frits were approximately
linearly correlated with air detrainment rate (Figure 3). At higher detrainment rates, PEnum values for coarse
frits were disproportionately greater. Taken together, the above suggests that over most of the ocean, at air
detrainment rates of less than about 2.5 L m 2 s 1 within the ranges of bubble plume characteristics evaluated (size distributions and depth), the above production efﬁciencies for mPMA number and OCwe are reasonably representative of those for ambient PMA production efﬁciencies. Void fractions, plume depths,
and detrainment rates in our generator were within ranges of values reported in the literature (Deane &
Stokes, 2002; Lamarre & Melville, 1991; Thorpe & Hall, 1983). However, when air detrainment rates from
the surface ocean are higher, PEs associated with ambient wind waves would likely be higher than those
reported herein; when bubble plumes in the surface ocean are mixed to shallower depths, PEs would be
lower; and if bubble size distributions in surface water differ substantially, PEs may also differ.
In biologically productive waters at WACS-S1, PEnum values at night using coarse and ﬁne frits were similar to
those for oligotrophic WACS-S2 (Table 3). Although conditions were more variable during CalNex, similar
PEnum values were also measured at night over one diel cycle when sea state was relatively calm (Long,
Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014). However, during daytime, PEnum values at WACS-S1 and during CalNex were generally higher than those at WACS-S2 by factors of 2 to 3 (Table 3). Again, the internal consistency of these
results suggests that they are broadly representative of ambient PMA production for comparable air detrainment rates and plume dynamics.
Production efﬁciencies for mPMA mass as a function of air detrainment rate (Figure 3) are considerably more
variable and, as described previously, highly sensitive to operating conditions and associated characteristics
of the air-water interface. The generator as currently conﬁgured is analogous to a continuously breaking
whitecap, whereas the available evidence presented above supports the hypothesis that PEmass varies spatially and temporally over the evolution of a breaking wave. We infer that PEmass values over most of the
air detrainment rates characterized to date using our generator probably represent lower limits.
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4.2. Comparability of mPMA Produced by Different Approaches
The process of wave breaking establishes the conditions and the total energy available for PMA production
from a given seawater type. Clearly, some processes and features of the natural system are not well constrained by the method used here. Conversely, other mPMA generators cited in the text capture several
important features of PMA production that are not resolvable by our system but at the cost of the representativeness of other features. Based on work by our group reported and cited herein, as well as that by other
groups employing physically based marine aerosol production systems, we brieﬂy assess the strengths and
weaknesses of different approaches to provide context for improving the design and operation of mPMA
generators employed in future research efforts of this nature. Although integrally interconnected, to facilitate
discussion, we partition these issues somewhat arbitrarily into discrete subsections.
4.2.1. Seawater Composition
The high degree of variability in mPMA produced from different seawater types under otherwise similar conditions clearly indicates that the physics of mPMA production is sensitive to seawater composition, particularly surface-active OM (Long, Keene, Kieber, et al., 2014) (discussed in detail below). The use of frits
probably limits the scope of this sensitivity to some degree since surface tension (and likely viscosity) also
impacts the dynamics of plume formation, the inﬂuences of which are not captured by frits. However, the
observed sensitivity to seawater composition does suggest that mPMA produced from synthetic, processed,
amended, and/or coastal seawater may not be representative of production from ambient open-ocean seawater. The ability to investigate aspects of the production process over a broad range of fresh seawater types
in situ is a primary strength of our system and associated variability in mPMA production represents one of
the most important results of this work.
4.2.2. Air Entrainment and Bubble Plume Characteristics
The use of sintered frits to generate bubbles does not reliably capture processes involving the disintegration
of entrained air into natural bubble plumes and does not produce bubble size distributions that span the full
range in ambient seawater but the associated implications in terms of mPMA production are uncertain.
Studies based on comparisons of mPMA produced from ﬁltered coastal seawater in a wave tank (Prather
et al., 2013) and by plunging sheets of seawater (Stokes et al., 2013) suggest that nonrepresentative bubble
plumes produced by frits yield nonrepresentative size distributions of mPMA. However, the characteristics of
a representative size distribution of PMA produced from natural seawater by ambient wind waves are uncertain (Quinn et al., 2015). In addition, our results indicate that under otherwise similar operating conditions in
the same seawater type, coarse and ﬁne frits yielded generally similar size-resolved and total PEnum values
(Figure 2 and Table 3) despite large differences in bubble void fraction, size, and lifetime (Figure 1 and
Table 1). These results suggest that over the ranges of conditions evaluated here, bubble size distribution
alone may be less important in modulating mPMA characteristics than suggested by Prather et al. (2013)
and Stokes et al. (2013). In contrast, as discussed above, plume depth does appear to be an important factor,
which implies that mPMA generated via detrainment of plumes (including those produced by jets in our generator) that are much shallower than those produced by open-ocean wind waves (ranging from greater than
30 cm) (Deane & Stokes, 2002) to a meter or more (Thorpe, 1982; Thorpe & Hall, 1983; Thorpe et al., 1982) may
not be entirely representative of PMA emitted over the open ocean. Physical models of mPMA production
should be scaled directly to dimensions of the natural system.
4.2.3. OM Scavenging
Our results suggest that variability in the production of mPMA number, mass, and size as a function of seawater type and, in biologically productive waters, time of day over the ranges of conditions considered
herein was driven primarily by variability in the associated surfactant OM in seawater. The process of OM
scavenging varies as function of bubble surface area and lifetime (Blanchard & Syzdek, 1972; Skop et al.,
1994) as well as the composition and concentrations of surfactants. Because organic surfactants in seawater
vary spatially and temporally over wide but poorly characterized ranges of concentrations, compositions,
and associated surface afﬁnities, we assume that mPMA production from fresh, ﬂowing seawater will yield
the most representative results. In addition, our results indicate that at low or no seawater ﬂow rates, bubble
scavenging depletes surfactants in seawater reservoirs, thereby altering the physics of mPMA production.
Consequently, approaches based on mPMA production from ﬁxed-volume, nonﬂowing seawater reservoirs
may yield nonrepresentative results.
4.2.4. Air Detrainment and Surface Processes
Our results strongly suggest that processes at the air-water interface represent a major yet poorly characterized source of variability in mPMA production. Most studies have shown that ﬁlm drops are not produced by
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individual bubbles smaller than about 1 mm diameter that burst on a calm surface (e.g., Lewis & Schwartz,
2004), whereas jet drops are produced by individual bursting bubbles down to about 10 μm diameter
(Blanchard, 1989). However, under otherwise similar conditions, mPMA generated during our experiments
via the detrainment of bubbles of different sizes in the water column (Table 1) exhibited similar size distributions of PEnum and PEmass (Figures 2a–2d). In addition, number production ﬂuxes for coarse frits and mass
production ﬂuxes for both frit porosities varied nonlinearly (i.e., PEnum and PEmass varied) as a function of
the detrainment ﬂux of similarly sized bubbles (Figures 3 and 4). These results indicate that factors other than
bubble size in the water column signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced size-resolved mPMA production. These results are
consistent with the hypothesis that bubble rafts at the air-water interface modulate size-resolved ﬂuxes from
the ocean surface. Consequently, the canonical view of ﬁlm and jet drop production as a function of bubble
size in the water column or on the surface may not be the most appropriate model for PMA production via
bubble air that detrains through open ocean whitecaps.
Interactions at the surface are driven both by processes at the surface itself such as wind shear and bubblebubble interactions and by the properties of the detraining bubbles at and below the surface. Previous work
has characterized the process of bubble interaction at the surface as patently stochastic (Ghosh, 2004) and
work investigating the lifetime and extent of bubble rafts on the surface strongly supports the hypothesis
that bubble-bubble interactions at the surface modulate the particle production process signiﬁcantly. It is
important, then, to identify how features of more naturally representative bubble plumes and surfaces vary
in response to major drivers. As designed, our system and most others do not permit direct characterization
of interactions at the air-water surface over relevant ranges of conditions. However, several groups
have made important strides in understanding such multibody processes among bubbles at the surface
(Callaghan et al., 2013; Collins et al., 2014; Ghosh, 2004; Modini et al., 2013; Salter et al., 2011, 2014; Stefan
& Szeri, 1999). We conclude that greater effort should be focused on resolving the nature of the important
but poorly characterized processes at the air-water interface that modulate mPMA production.
4.2.5. Size-Resolved mPMA Concentrations and Characteristics Versus Fluxes
Several mPMA generators allow unprecedented resolution in characterizing important chemical and physical
properties of size-resolved mPMA (e.g., Bates et al., 2012; Collins et al., 2014; Prather et al., 2013; Quinn et al.,
2014). Although such characterizations represent useful contributions in their own right, the corresponding
ﬂuxes as functions of major drivers cannot be reliably estimated based on these approaches, which limits the
applicability of results in parameterizing PMA production in models. In addition, several published
approaches focus on characterizing properties of only the lower ends of the aerosol size distribution that
dominate number ﬂuxes but ignore the upper ends of the size distribution that dominate mass ﬂuxes (e.g.,
Tyree et al., 2007). Both the lower and upper portions of the marine aerosol size distribution signiﬁcantly
impact the composition, chemical evolution, and environmental (including climatic) feedbacks of the marine
troposphere (e.g., Long, Keene, Easter, et al., 2014). Consequently, we encourage the community to adopt
approaches that allow characterization of the chemical and physical properties as well as ﬂuxes of mPMA
over the full size distribution of ambient marine aerosol.
Available evidence summarized above demonstrates the sensitivity of mPMA production to both ranges of
environmental variables as well as aspects of the design and operation of aerosol generation systems.
These results provide useful context for ongoing efforts to improve the representativeness of mPMA
produced by these devices. To the extent possible, future efforts should include direct intercomparison of
performance based on different approaches operated in parallel.

5. Summary
Like all models, both physical and numerical, the approach employed to generate results reported herein
does not reliably capture all aspects of the subject system. However, this approach does allow many factors
that modulate variability in mPMA production from ambient seawater to be evaluated explicitly over relevant
ranges of conditions. Results yield important insights regarding the underlying processes that drive production of PMA from the surface ocean and, thereby, provide useful context for improving parameterization of
PMA production in regional and global models. The major conclusions of this study are as follows:
1. For a given set of conditions during daytime, bubble sizes were larger, rise velocities faster, steady
state void fractions lower, and surface ages at the time of bursting younger in oligotrophic relative to
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biologically productive seawater. These relationships were driven primarily by distinct concentrations
and/or speciation of surfactant OM and the associated properties in these different seawater types.
Bubble processing reduced total DOC concentrations in oligotrophic seawater by an average of 30% but
had no measurable inﬂuence on DOC concentrations in biologically productive waters. We infer that the
primary surfactants coating bubbles in oligotrophic seawater were converted to particulate, possibly
gel-like, material of sufﬁcient size (0.2 μm diameter) and lifetime (minutes) to be removed via ﬁltration
prior to DOC analysis, whereas those in biologically productive waters were not.
For a given set of conditions, PEnum and PEmass values for biologically productive seawater during daytime
were greater than those for biologically productive seawater at night or for oligotrophic seawater. In biologically productive waters, the mPMA size bin associated with the highest PEmass during daytime was
shifted toward smaller particles relative to nighttime. These differences support the hypothesis that
sunlight-mediated biogenic surfactants in productive waters modulate mPMA production via interaction
with bubble plumes.
mPMA number ﬂuxes produced with ﬁne frits were linearly correlated with air detrainment rates and, for
detrainment rates less than about 2 L m 2 s 1, were similar to those produced with the coarse frit. At
higher air detrainment rates, number ﬂuxes generated with the coarse frit were proportionately greater
and the magnitude of divergence increased with increasing detrainment rate. The greater energy dissipated at the interface by larger faster-rising bubbles produced with the coarse frit may have contributed
to the divergence at higher detrainment rates.
mPMA mass ﬂuxes per unit air detrained (i.e., PEmass) decreased with increasing air detrainment rates. We
hypothesize that increased areal coverage and thickness of surface bubble rafts with increasing air
detrainment rates attenuated the corresponding injection of jet droplets and associated mPMA mass
across the air-water interface. These results suggest that the emission of PMA mass from the surface ocean
may be driven by relatively small fractions of entrained air that detrain as individual bubbles around the
perimeter or during the dissipation of fully developed whitecaps.
Based on slopes for PEnum versus air detrainment rates, PEnum values for frits positioned at an average
depth of approximately 100 cm were greater by a factor of about 2 relative to those for frits positioned
at an average depth of 60 cm. These results imply the number production efﬁciencies vary substantially
as a function of the depth to which bubble plumes are mixed into the surface ocean.
The relative shapes of size-resolved mPMA distributions produced by the jet were similar to those
produced by frits, although the jet distributions were shifted toward larger GMDs.
Relative to those for coarse frits, PENa+ values for ﬁne frits based on concentrations summed over all size
fractions were about 40% lower and the corresponding PEOCwe values were about 10% higher.
Consequently, the corresponding EF(OCwe) values for ﬁne frits were greater than those for the coarse frit.
For all conditions characterized, size-resolved concentrations of OCwe based on frits peaked in the smallest size fraction (GMD = 0.13 μm) whereas that for the jet peaked in the supermicron size range
(GMD = 4.2 μm). However, the corresponding organic mass fractions and EF(OCwe) values for mPMA
based on the coarse frit, ﬁne frits, and the jet exhibited generally similar size-dependent variability over
a wide range in Chl a concentrations.

Taken together, results of this study indicate the physical production of PMA number and mass from the
ocean surface varies systematically as interrelated functions of seawater type and, in biologically productive
waters, time of day; bubble injection rate, depth, size, and surface age; and physical characteristics of the airwater interface. In contrast, size-resolved organic enrichments and mass fractions are relatively invariant.
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